Carefully remove the End Cap, End Cover, Device Housing and Pushbar. If present in device, remove dogging. Attach E. L. R. Assembly to Exit Device.

**Retrofit Installation Note:**
42” or 48” exit devices that have been modified to fit a 36” or smaller opening, may not have the required space to fit the standard E. L. R. assembly. Always verify the distance from the end of the touchpad to the end rail, and if necessary, consult with the factory for appropriate selection.

**ATTACH LINKAGE WHERE SHOWN. USE 2 SUPPLIED SCREWS TO ATTACH ELECTRIC LATCH RETRACTION ASSEMBLY TO PHI EXIT DEVICE.**

**RE-ASSEMBLE HOUSING, COVER AND END CAP BEING CAREFUL NOT TO DAMAGE THE WIRES ON THE E. L. R. ASSEMBLY.**

**ELECTRICAL DATA**
24VDC @ 700/200mA
RED (+) BLK (-)
PATENT #8,851,530